I TOLD YOU I WAS SICK! The BEST GUIDE to EPITAPHS

I Told You I Was Sick! is a collection of
epitaphs that have actually appeared on
gravestones and memorials or that are
simply suggestions that people have made
for an appropriate summing up of a life.
The subjects range from the great and the
good to the curious and the downright odd.
Nigel Rees brings to bear on the strange
and sometimes surprising world of the
epitaph his formidable skills as an
archaeologist of the sources of quotations
and phrases: each epitaph is explained and
located, and its sources and context
described as fully as possible.
This
amalgamation of two earlier books, topped
up with new material (and pictures) reveals
the graveyard and the family vault to be
places not so much of ivy, owl-hoots and
the terrors of the night ... but of curiosity,
fascination and more than a little humour.
Feast of deadly wit Daily Express Most
of the old favourites are here and so are
scores and scores of unfamiliar ones that it
is a pleasure to encounter ... Extensive and
lively notes Sunday Telegraph Nigel Rees
gives a fascinating insight into the age-old
custom ... in a meticulously researched
selection
Birmingham Post
Many
dazzling discoveries ... Brilliant
a
scholarly, delicate and witty mix Daily
Mail
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both well chosen and wellKey West Cemetery, Key West Picture: I told you I was sick! - Check out A very unusual
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